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Summary. A PCR-based sequencing method was developed which permits de-
tection and characterization of African swine fever virus (ASFV) variants within 5
and 48 h, respectively, of receipt of a clinical specimen. Amplification of a 478 bp
fragment corresponding to the C-terminal end of the p72 gene, confirms virus
presence with genetic characterization being achieved by nucleotide sequence
determination and phylogenetic analysis. The method was applied to 55 viruses
including those representative of the major ASF lineages identified previously by
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis. Results confirmed that
the p72 genotyping method identifies the same major viral groupings. Character-
ization of additional viruses of diverse geographical, species and temporal origin
using the PCR-based method indicated the presence of ten major ASF genotypes
on the African continent, the largest of which comprised a group of genetically
homogeneous viruses recovered from outbreaks in Europe, South America, the
Caribbean and West Africa (the ESAC-WA genotype). In contrast, viruses from
southern and East African countries were heterogeneous, with multiple genotypes
being present within individual countries. This study provides a rapid and accurate
means of determining the genotype of field and outbreak strains of ASF and is
therefore useful for molecular epidemiological clarification of ASF.

Introduction

African swine fever (ASF) is a highly lethal viral hemorrhagic fever of domestic
pigs, the causal agent of which is an icosahedral double stranded DNA virus of the
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family Asfarviridae, within the genus Asfivirus [10]. First described from Kenya
in 1921 [27], it was subsequently found to exist in most countries in southern
and eastern Africa, where ASF virus is maintained in an ancient sylvatic cycle
primarily involving warthogs (Phacochoerus spp) and soft-shelled eyeless ticks
of the Ornithodoros complex [19]. Although warthogs are distributed throughout
the savanna belt from Cameroon to Sénégal [31], the presence of Ornithodoros
species has been proven only in Sénégal, north of the ASF endemic area [23].
There is therefore no evidence that the sylvatic cycle occurs in WestAfrica. Export
of ASF to Portugal from Africa in 1957 focused attention on the devastating
effects of the disease and the difficulties of control and eradication [25]. Outbreaks
occurred subsequent to this initial introduction in other European countries, in
South America and in the Caribbean [2]. The disease disappeared from Europe
(with the exception of Sardinia) in the mid 1990’s, but re-emerged in Portugal in
1999.

Although pork production inAfrica is negligible compared to other continents,
pig numbers have increased markedly in the last decades, mainly because pigs
provide a cheap source of protein and have minimal space requirements. In
recent years, African swine fever (ASF) outbreaks have decimated domestic pig
populations in Madagascar [14], West Africa [11, 28] and southern Africa, with
devastating impact to both subsistence and commercial farmers. This is because
there is presently no vaccine available with which to combat the disease. Control
of ASF is, therefore, reliant on zoosanitary measures and slaughter of infected and
in-contact animals.

ASFV was previously believed to be one of a limited number of viruses that
lack neutralization sites [7], making control of the disease through vaccination
unattainable. Recent studies have however demonstrated that neutralizing antibod-
ies to virus protein 72 (VP72) occur, with corresponding epitopes being conserved
across divergent strains [13, 38]. The neutralization mechanism associated with
VP72 antibodies is one preventing virus attachment by inhibiting virus replication
[13]. This major antigenic capsid protein makes up about 32% of the total protein
mass of the virion and is antigenically stable [12, 24].

ASFV has a double-stranded DNA genome varying between 170 and 190 kbp
in length, due mainly to deletions and insertions occurring within the left and
right terminal regions of the genome. Length variation in the terminal ends occurs
between different isolates [2, 9] and within strains following cell culture adaptation
[2].Although multipleASFV antigenic types are known to exist [34], classification
of viruses into discrete serological subtypes is not possible. Elucidation of the
relationships of field strains is therefore dependent on genetic characterization
and, so far, has been based primarily on restriction fragment length polymorphism
analysis (RFLP) [2, 8, 35]. RFLP studies are, however, time-consuming and
deliver relatively crude results, making it an impractical means of discerning viral
relationships in an outbreak situation, where time is of the essence. Nucleotide
sequence-based epidemiological studies on RNA viruses of veterinary importance
are well established and usually involve characterization of immunodominant pro-
teins (for recent examples see [15, 22, 30]). This is because nucleotide sequencing
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when coupled with PCR is rapid and because capsid proteins tend to be variable
and phylogenetically informative. In contrast, epidemiological studies of DNA
viruses are usually RFLP-based. This is mainly due to the extremely low levels
of variation at the nucleotide level, which necessitates screening of the entire
genome or large portions thereof in order to obtain sufficient informative sites
to allow differentiation [16, 33]. However, focused gene nucleotide sequencing
has been shown to be useful for DNA viruses with moderate levels of variation
[5, 18, 26, 37]. In these cases, sequencing of an immunogenic or surface protein
provided results comparable to those obtained with complete genome charac-
terization. As VP72 antigenicity is well-established [13, 38] and comparison
of available complete gene sequences [6, 24, 28, 36] indicates some level of
inter-strain variation, it was thought that this genomic region may be suitable for
determining viral relationships of field strains. The aim of this study was therefore
twofold: Firstly, to assess the usefulness of partial p72 nucleotide sequences for
discerning relationships previously identified by RFLP analysis, and secondly
(upon method validation) to characterize field strains of diverse species, temporal
and geographical origin in order to clarify genetic relationships of ASF viruses
on the African continent.

Materials and methods

Viruses used in this study

Pig macrophage cell culture isolates representative of the geographical regions previously
included in RFLP studies [2] were selected for this study. In addition, clinical specimens
obtained from ASF outbreaks in Madagascar, West Africa and Mozambique were included in
order to establish the genetic relatedness of these strains to each other. Geographical origin,
sample source and collection date of the specimens are summarized in Table 1.

Nucleic acid extraction and genomic amplification

DNA was extracted directly from cell culture isolates or from 10% suspensions of ground
clinical specimens by means of a silica/GuSCN method [3]. Complete p72 gene sequences
[6, 24, 28, 36] were used to design primers targeting genetically variable regions of the
gene. Briefly, nucleotide and amino acid variability plots were generated in MEGA [20].
Results indicated the presence of two regions rich in non-synonymous mutations at amino
acid positions 301–332 and 566–579, corresponding to the central and C-terminal regions of
the gene, respectively. Analysis of the corresponding nucleotide variability plots revealed that
the C-terminus region was flanked by completely conserved stretches of nucleotide sequence
and therefore a suitable target for PCR primer binding. Two oligonucleotide primers termed
P72-U (5′ GGCACAAGTTCGGACATGT 3′) and P72-D (5′GTACTGTAACGCAGCACAG
3′) were designed within these flanking regions following the guidelines of Rychlik [29].
Genomic amplification was performed in a 50 µl volume in the presence of 0.2 mM dNTP,
0.25 µM of each primer, 1U of thermostable DNA polymerase and 3 µl of DNA extract. The
thermal profile followed 35 cycles of denaturation at 96 ◦C for 12 s, annealing at 50 ◦C for
20 s and extension at 70 ◦C for 25 s, after an initial denaturation step at 96 ◦C for 20 s.

Nucleotide sequencing and analysis

Amplification products of the expected 478 bp size were identified against a molecular weight
marker, following elecrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel. Bands of the correct size were excised
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Table 1. Summary of African swine fever viruses used in this study

Virus designation Country of origin Year of Reference Genbank
sampling accession No

1Lisbon/57 Portugal 1957 This study AF301537
1Dakar/59 Sénégal 1959 This study AF301538
1Hinde II Kenya 1959 This study AF449480
1Lisbon/60 Portugal 1960 This study AF301539
1Tengani/606 Malawi 1960 This study AF301541
RHO 61/1 Zimbabwe 1961 This study AF449460
1Madrid/62 Spain 1962 This study AF449461
1Katanga/63 DRC 1963 This study AF301540
Uganda Uganda 1965 Yu et al. 1996 L27499
1Kwh/126 Tanzania 1968 This study AF301546
1ANG/70 Angola 1970 This study AF301542
BA71 Spain 1971 Lopez-Otin et al. 1990 M34142
1Val/76 Spain 1976 This study AF449462
Malawi/1978 Malawi 1978 This study AF270707
1Malta/78 Malta 1978 This study AF301543
1Brazil/79 Brazil 1979 This study AF302809
1DomRep/79 Dominican Republic 1979 This study AF301810
NAM/1/806 Namibia 1980 This study AF504881
1CAM/82 Cameroon 1982 This study AF301544
1BUR/1/84 Burundi 1984 This study AF449463
1BUR/2/84 Burundi 1984 This study AF449464
1ZOM/2/84 Malawi 1984 This study AF449471
1CAM/4/85 Cameroon 1985 This study AF301545
1ZAR/85 Spain 1985 This study AF449465
1BEL/85 Belgium 1985 This study AF449466
1HOL/86 Holland 1986 This study AF449467
1Dedza Malawi 1986 This study AF449479
1Ourt/88/17 Portugal 1988 This study AF302811
1KAL/88/1 Zambia 1988 This study AF449468
1JON/89/13 Zambia 1989 This study AF449469
1KAV/89/17 Zambia 1989 This study AF449470
1BUR/90/1 Burundi 1990 This study AF449472
NDA/1/90 Malawi 1990 This study AF449473
1NUR/1/90 Sardinia 1990 This study AF302813
1VICT90/17 Zimbabwe 1990 This study AF449474
1MOZ/94/1 Mozambique 1994 This study AF270711
SPEC 265 Mozambique 1994 This study AF270710
1UGA/1/95 Uganda 1995 This study AF449475
1UGA/3/95 Uganda 1995 This study AF449476
2IC/1/96 Côte d’Ivoire 1996 This study AF302814
2IC/2/96 Côte d’Ivoire 1996 This study AF302815
3IC/3/96 Côte d’Ivoire 1996 This study AF504882

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Virus designation Country of origin Year of Reference Genbank
sampling accession No

2IC/5765 Côte d’Ivoire 1996 This study AF504883
1BEN/1/97 Benin 1997 This study AF302816
3MAD/1/98 Madagascar 1998 This study AF270705
3NIG/1/98 Nigeria 1998 This study AF302817
NIG/1/98 Nigeria 1998 Odemuyiwa et al. 2000 AF159503
3NIG-25 Nigeria 1998 This study AF504884
3NIG-65 Nigeria 1998 This study AF270714
RSA/1/98 South Africa 1998 This study AF302818
2Togo/985 Togo 1998 This study AF449481
Awoshie/995 Ghana 1999 This study AF504885
BOT/1/99 Botswana 1999 This study AF504886
4NIG/1/99 Nigeria 1999 This study AF504887
RSA/1/996 South Africa 1999 This study AF302818
GAM/1/00 Gambia 2000 This study AF449478
GHA/1/00 Ghana 2000 This study AF504888
Ghana5 Ghana 2000 This study AF504889

1Indicates isolates supplied by the Institute of Animal Health, Pirbright, UK; 2Indicates
viruses derived from clinical specimens supplied by LCPA, Bingerville, Côte d’Ivoire;
3Indicates viruses derived from clinical specimens provided by AFSSA-Alfort, France;
4Indicates clinical specimens provided by the Department of Virology, Ibadan, Nigeria;
5Indicates virus characterization performed directly on clinical specimens; 6Indicates viruses
from warthog, Phacochoerus spp.; 7Indicates viruses from Ornithodoros ticks

and purified according to manufacturer specifications (Machery Nagel). Nucleotide sequences
were generated using a manual sequencing approach or alternatively with an automated
sequencing approach. In the former, a radionucleotide is incorporated by T7 DNA polymerase
(Sequenase version 2.0, USB) in the presence of 10% DMSO as previously described [1],
whilst the latter involves fluorescent dye cycle sequencing (Perkin Elmer) on an ABI 377
sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Independent amplification and sequencing reactions were
performed for each isolate with the p72-D and p-72U primers. Nucleotide sequences were
aligned using DAPSA [17] and a homologous region of 415 nucleotides (nt) was identified
for phylogenetic analysis. Unweighted pair-group arithmetic average (UPGMA), neighbor-
joining (NJ), maximum parsimony (MP) and minimum evolution (ME) trees were constructed
using MEGA 2 [21]. To determine the degree of character support at each node, data were
resampled between 1000 and 10 000 times using the bootstrap method.

Results

Genomic amplification of diverse ASFV field strains

The p72 gene primers detailed here successfully amplified over 100ASFV isolates
held in the OnderstepoortVeterinary Institute (OVI) virus bank (results not shown),
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which are of diverse geographical, species and temporal origin. In addition, virus in
five clinical specimens (Table 1) was also successfully detected and characterized,
prior to isolation of virus from two of these samples (‘Ghana’ and ‘NIG-6’), on
porcine macrophage cultures. In some cases, no viable virus was present in the
clinical specimens, but viral DNA was detected and characterised, eg. ‘Togo/98’,
‘NIG-2’ and ‘IC/576’. Comparison of the nucleotide sequences derived from the
clinical specimens and isolates made from these specimens following isolation
and propagation in pig cell culture confirmed that no sequence changes were
induced in this portion of the p72 gene following cell culture.

Sequence variation

On sequencing 55 ASF viruses and comparing them with three published se-
quences it was found that 18 unique nucleotide sequence variants could be iden-
tified. Alignment and translation of these sequences revealed that 12 of the 138
amino acid sites (8.7%) were not completely conserved across the sequences
compared (Fig. 1). The corresponding number of variable sites on nucleotide
level was 59 of a total of 415 sites, or 14.2%. Of the 59 variable sites, 18 were
singletons and the remaining 41 were parsimony informative. Most mutations
(96%) occurred in the third base position arising primarily from transitions. Only
12 non-synonymous amino acid substitutions arose from the 59 point mutations
(Fig. 1).

Suitability of the C-terminal region for molecular epidemiological studies

When comparing the 415 nt C-terminal region characterized in this study with the
conserved and centrally located 236 nt region defined in a separate study [14] it
was found that 10.9% and 6.3% of the nucleotide sites varied, respectively, for
eight viruses common to both studies (results not shown). Amino acid variation
was also higher for the C-terminal region than for the central region, indicating
that the former target appears to be better suited to molecular clarification of viral
relationships.

p72 gene relationships

Ten distinct viral groupings were identified by phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 2).
Identical topologies were recovered using UPGMA, NJ, MP and ME, indicating
that the data are robust and that the recovered phylogeny is unaffected by the
underlying assumptions of the different methods used to infer the viral relation-
ships. Five of the ten genotypes correspond to the same geographical groupings
identified by RFLP analysis (Table 2). The major p72 genotypes identified in this
study were based on a minimum genetic distance of 0.96%, high levels of bootstrap
support (≥ 80%) and RFLP groups defined previously [2]. On this basis, any two
viruses from distinct p72 genotypes differ from each other at a minimum of four
nucleotide sites across the genome region specified in this study. The validity of
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Fig. 1. Deduced amino acid sequence alignment of the C-terminal end of VP72 (positions
498–635). Sequences presented here are representative of the 18 unique nucleotide sequence
types identified in this study. Dots indicate amino acids identical to that of the master sequence

Lisbon/57

the p72 genotypes defined in this study was strengthened by the incorporation of
viruses identical to those used in the RFLP study, namely Lisbon/57, Lisbon/60,
BA71, Malta/78 and Brazil/79. Where it was not possible to characterise exactly
the same virus, viruses from the same locality were sourced and sequenced for
comparative purposes (Table 2).

The largest and most homogeneous p72 genotype, genotype I, comprised
viruses from Europe, South America, the Caribbean and West Africa (Fig. 3),
henceforth referred to as the ESAC-WA genotype. The combined RFLP and p72
results indicate that a total of 24 countries have experiencedASF outbreaks caused
by this genotype. Although no differences were observed at the nucleotide level
within the C-terminal region of the p72 gene of viruses from 20 of these countries,
Nigeria, Côte d’Ivoire, Namibia and western Zimbabwe had virus variants distinct
from that first introduced to Europe in 1957. Of the 12 African countries in which
the ESAC-WA genotype is shown to be present, ten could have been possible
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Table 2. Comparison of RFLP and partial p72 nucleotide sequencing for identifying the major African
swine fever virus groupings/genotypes

RFLP study (Blasco et al. 1989) p72 genotyping (this study)

Genotype Representative countries Genotype Representative countries

I Uganda, ‘Rhodesia’ IX Uganda
II Portugal, Madeira, Spain, I Portugal, Spain, Sardinia, Malta, Holland,

Italy, Malta, Sardinia, Belgium, Brazil, Dominican Republic, Angola,
Cuba, Brazil, Haiti, DRC, Nigeria, Gambia, Ghana, Benin,
Angola, DRC Côte d’Ivoire, Senegal, Togo, Cameroon,

western Zimbabwe, Namibia
III Malawi V Malawi
IV Mozambique VI Mozambique
V Tanzania X Tanzania, Burundi, Uganda, Kenya

II Madagascar
III Botswana
IV South Africa
VII South Africa
VIII Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi

Countries common to the corresponding genotypes of the two studies are indicated in bold and italic,
DRC: Democratic Republic of the Congo

sources of virus export as they have the virus variant identical to that introduced
into Europe.

The remaining nine p72 genotypes identified in this study originate from
southern and East Africa (Fig. 3) where an ancient sylvatic cycle occurs. In these
countries, greater genetic variation was observed, with multiple genotypes being
recorded in South Africa, Malawi, Zimbabwe and Uganda. Seven of the nine
genotypes were represented by viruses from a single country. In common with
the ESAC-WA genotype in which 12 neighbouring countries share a common
genotype, between three and four countries in the eastern and southern regions of
the continent had genotypes VIII and X within their borders. The p72 genotyping
results further indicate that the 1996–2000 outbreaks occurring in West Africa
were genetically related to each other, whilst those occurring in Madagascar,
South Africa and Botswana in the same time period were caused by genetically
distinct viruses and were therefore unrelated.

�
Fig. 2. Minimum evolution tree depicting p72 gene relationships of African swine fever
viruses from Africa, Europe, South America and the Caribbean. Ten genotypes (labelled I–X)
corresponding to different geographical regions are indicated. § indicates sequences from
published sources, whilst ∗ denotes sequences obtained directly from clinical samples
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Fig. 3. Geographical distribution of African swine fever virus p72 genotypes

Discussion

Partial nucleotide sequencing of the C-terminal end of the p72 gene of 55 ASF
viruses originating from Africa, Europe, South America and the Caribbean, per-
mitted the identification of 10 major viral groupings. By comparing the sequencing
results with those obtained previously by RFLP analysis [2], it was shown that
the sequencing approach detailed in this study is capable of resolving ASF virus
relationships to the same degree, but is superior in terms of cost and speed. This is
primarily due to the ability to characterize viruses directly from clinical specimens
thereby obviating the need for virus isolation. Identification of the major ASF
viral grouping or genotype can be achieved within 48 hours of receipt of a clinical
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specimen following the p72 PCR-sequencing approach, as opposed to the 5–6 day
period usually required to generate restriction enzyme profiles. This means that
field epidemiologists rapidly obtain valuable information on the possible source
of outbreaks, which helps in devising control strategies and ensuring that the
introduction does not recur.

In common with previous RFLP studies, the results obtained here suggest that
all European, Caribbean and South America field isolates are related [2]. This
study showed that the most likely source of the infection for Europe was one
of the African countries along the historical west-coast shipping route between
Africa and Europe, stretching from Angola in the south to as far north as Sénégal.
Due to the homogeneity in the p72 sequences of the ESAC-WA genotype, it
was not possible to discern the exact origin of the virus exported from Africa or to
differentiate between outbreaks occurring as early as 1959 and as recently as 2000
in West Africa. Given the epidemiological importance of the disease in countries
affected by this genotype it is imperative that alternative molecular methods be
investigated that may provide higher levels of resolution, within a similar time
period.

In countries where the sylvatic cycle plays a crucial part in the epidemiology
of the disease, sufficiently high levels of variation were observed with which
to distinguish between viruses. Genetic variation between ASFV strains from
different p72 genotypes was as high as 9.4% at the nucleotide sequence level,
indicating that p72 is a suitable candidate for molecular epidemiological studies.
In the East and southern African regions, p72 genotyping is a valuable means
of distinguishing between viruses causing outbreaks that are geographically or
temporally related. It was clearly shown that ASF outbreaks occurring in Uganda
in 1995 were caused by two different viruses (UGA/1/95 and UGA/3/95) whilst
the 1984 and 1990 outbreaks in Burundi were caused by identical viruses. Co-
circulation of two ESAC-WA virus variants (eg. IC/1/96 and IC/3/96) within what
was believed to have been a single epizootic was also confirmed for the 1996
Côte d’Ivoire outbreak. The PCR-sequencing method approach detailed here is
therefore suitable for molecular epidemiological studies of ASF as it provides
rapid and reliable identification of the major virus groups and is not reliant on virus
isolation. The successful application of this technique has generated sequence data
for ASF viruses of diverse geographic and temporal origin and represents a first
step in the establishment of a regional reference sequencing database. In addition,
it has provided some indication of disease complexity on the African continent
where at least ten distinct genotypes occur.
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